
The Penny Green Boxset: A Must-have
Collection for Mystery Lovers
Calling all fans of crime fiction! Prepare to immerse yourself in the fascinating
world of Victorian mysteries with The Penny Green Boxset – a captivating
collection that will keep you on the edge of your seat throughout its enthralling
stories.

With its gripping narratives, rich historical backdrop, and a smart and witty
protagonist, The Penny Green series is a treasure trove for avid readers who
crave suspense, detective work, and a touch of romance.

Unveiling the Intriguing World of Penny Green

Created by Emily Organ, The Penny Green series follows the adventures of the
eponymous character, a young journalist-turned-amateur-sleuth in the late 19th
century. Set in London during the Victorian era, each book takes readers on a
thrilling journey through the darker side of the city, plunging them into a world of
crime, secrets, and danger.
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Through vivid descriptions and meticulous attention to detail, Organ skillfully
recreates the historical setting, allowing readers to step back in time and witness
the era's societal nuances, technological advancements, and the challenges
faced by women in the male-dominated world.

Each book in The Penny Green Boxset is a standalone mystery that can be
enjoyed individually. However, the true power of the boxset lies in the captivating
development of the series' central characters and their interconnected lives,
which lends an unparalleled depth to the storytelling.

The Many Faces of Penny Green

Penny Green is a complex and resilient character who, despite her humble
origins, manages to navigate the treacherous waters of Victorian society. With her
sharp intellect and unwavering determination to uncover the truth, she becomes a
reliable guide for readers, leading them through perilous investigations that
expose corruption, intrigue, and deception.

Accompanying Penny Green on her adventures is her loyal friend and confidante,
the vivacious and unconventional Eliza, a character whose delightful banter and
audacious spirit breathe life into the novels. Together, they form an irresistible
duo, a testament to the strength of female friendship and an inspiration to
readers.

The Mysteries That Await

The Penny Green Boxset brings together all ten books from the immensely
popular series. Embark on a journey through the cobblestone streets of London
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as Penny Green uncovers long-buried secrets and untangles webs of crime and
conspiracy.

From murder investigations in the dangerous Whitechapel district to political
scandals that reach the highest echelons of society, each book in the boxset
offers a fresh mystery, masterfully intertwining historical events with gripping
detective work.

Whether you're a seasoned crime fiction aficionado or a casual reader looking to
explore the genre, The Penny Green series will captivate you with its well-crafted
plots, compelling characters, and the atmospheric setting that comes to life on
every page.

The Penny Green Boxset: The Perfect Addition to Your Crime
Fiction Collection

If you're searching for a new collection to add to your crime fiction library, The
Penny Green Boxset is an absolute must-have. With its meticulously researched
historical background, well-developed characters, and page-turning mysteries, it
is a treasure trove waiting to be discovered.

So, why wait? Grab your magnifying glass, put on your detective hat, and delve
into the captivating world of Penny Green – a series that guarantees to keep you
enthralled from the first book to the last.

Order your copy of The Penny Green Boxset today and unlock a world of mystery
and intrigue like no other!
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The second omnibus edition of the Penny Green Victorian Mystery
Series.
Books 4, 5 and 6: The Inventor, Curse of the Poppy and The Bermondsey
Poisoner.

Plucky Fleet Street reporter Penny Green spots the clues which other people
miss, but is anyone prepared to listen to a woman in 1880s London? From the
splendour of Crystal Palace to an opium den in Limehouse, Penny must navigate
her way through secrets and lies to uncover the truth of each case. Inspector
James Blakely of Scotland Yard is by her side, but will he remain there?

Read The Penny Green Series: Books 4-6 today to continue this entertaining
Victorian mystery series.

What readers say about Penny Green:

 “A Victorian Delight!”
 “Good clean mystery in an enjoyable historical setting”
 “If you are unfamiliar with the Penny Green Series, acquaint yourselves
immediately!”
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 “Interesting, complex, believable characters”
 “I found myself enthralled by Penny Green”
 “An outstanding female lead character”
 “I was engrossed from beginning to end”
 “If you like Agatha Christie books you are going to like this one”
 “I have found Ms. Organ's story telling to be flawlessly entertaining!”
 “Very strong mystery set in a very interesting time and place”
 “Ms. Organ draws you into Penny's world with her delicious descriptions
and masterful story telling”
 “I am very pleased with how this series is becoming one of my favorites!”
 “Read the books in this series.... guarantee you won’t be disappointed!”
 “A great read with a real twist at the end. Emily just gets better and better
with this series.”

The Penny Green Mystery Series is set in 1880s London. The books can be read
in any order:

Book 1 - Limelight
Book 2 - The Rookery
Book 3 - The Maid's Secret
Book 4 - The Inventor
Book 5 - Curse of the Poppy
Book 6 - The Bermondsey Poisoner
Book 7 - An Unwelcome Guest
Book 8 - Death at the Workhouse
Book 9 - The Gang of St Bride's
Book 10 - Murder in Ratcliffe
Book 11 - The Egyptian Mystery



Also available:

The Penny Green Series: Books 1-3 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 1)
The Penny Green Series: Books 4-6 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 2)
The Penny Green Series: Books 7-9 (The Penny Green Series Boxset Book 3)
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